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As is well known 117. the nroblem of the stabilitv of Diane-Darallel flows 
ior those which are-nearly-so) of a viscous, Incompr&lble ‘fluid reduces to 

problem of the eigenvalues of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, 
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boundary conditions for flow with two solid boundaries are 
qJ(o)=~‘(o)=rp(l)=q,‘(1)=o (O<&l) 

flow with one solid boundary (boundary layer) are 

rp(o)==~‘(o)= 0, I q(z) <M :-= const (0 < x < + 00) 

for flow without solid boundaries (free shear layer) are 

j(P(Z)<M = con& (- cG<s<+ 5c) 

Here (r and R are positive numbers, u is a function of 3 (the velo- 
city profile) which, for boundary conditions (3) and (4) tends to 8 constant 
vabm .ibr r-i* {andalso for x1-m in case (4)), 0 Is a complex mter with respect 
to wh3oh the e-value problem is posed, for given a and R . An amplified 
disturbance corresponds to ox> 0 , where cI 1s the imaginary part of the 
elgenvalue o , and a damped disturbance corresponds to o < 0 ; for neutral 
oscillations, ot= 0 l The value of 8 for the onset of instability is not 
large for certain flows, for example, if the velocity profile has a point of 
~lnflectlon [ l] . In those cases, it may be expected that the method of Bubnov- 
OelerMn ~5.11 give good results for approximations that am acceptable in 
practice l However, the question of the convergence of this method as applied 
to Equation (1) has, up to now, been resolved only for boundary conditions 
(2.). The first proof of the convergence of the method was given by Petrov 
in 1940 Cal. In the present paper, the convergence of the 
method IS proved for Bquatlon (1) with bowdw conditions 

~~~~~~~~~kln 

We shall investigate values of o in only that regzion D of the complex 
plane defined by the inequalitjr Q~> - s/R . The reasons for this restric- 
tlon will be evident from the proof. In solving Equation fl), one 1s usually 
interested In the elgenvalues o , which correspond to amplified and neutral 
oscll3atlons. All such o are found in regzon D . We shall replace the 
requirement for boundedness of the function ip(x) in cases (3) and (4) by 
the equivalent condition 

cp ‘k!(z) E L a(% b) (Jr = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) (5) 
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Here, 
(4). 

0 - 0 and b - + - In case (3)) and c = - 01 and B - + - In case 
(The e ulvalence can be demonstrated by studying the behavior of the 

solution of ? 1) for large values of the argument). In what follows, we shall 
take the region of definition of L to be those fUnctlons m(x) which 
satisfy condition (5) and, In addition, the condition ~(0) - g’(O) = 0 for 
a-0. 

Let 
Aq, CT”” - 23%” + “‘Cp 

For any two functions rp and $ in the region of deflnltlon of the ope- 
rator L ) we introduce a scalar multlpllcatlon according to Formula 

IV, 91= VQ, rp) 

where the parantheses denote a scalar product In &,b). The operator A Is 
Symmetric positive definite, and thus the scalsr product which has been 
introduced satisfies all the ,requirements for a scalar product In Hllbert 
space [ 33 l The Hllbert space with the above scalar product, made complete 
In the usual way, will be denoted by H , It Is easy to prove that, for 
arbitrary g E I? and $~a , we may write 

19, ~I=(Q “- a%, W’- aW (6) 
Equation (1) is equivalent to Equation 

&Q = A-QT.Q = 0 (7) 

For cp and 4 , we have, In the domain of deflnltlon of the operator L, 

(QV 9) = (fi”Q, 9) = IA-Q5 $1 = I&q+ $1 (8) 
To apply the Bubnov-Galerkin method, we take a system of linearly lnde- 

pendent functions ch (k - 1, 2, . . . , ) In the domain of definition of the 
operator L . We seek an approximate eigenfunctlon of Equation (1) In the 
form p = alvl f . . . + anqn_ The equations of the Wlbnov-Galerkln method have 
the form n 

(i = 1, . . .( n) (9) 

where the unknonns are the coefficients cN (k - l,...,n). The approximate 
elgenvalues are the roots of the determinant of the system of equatlona (9). 

Making use of the equality (a), we rewrlte the system (9) in the form 
n 

i&Z $‘Pk?Tf 
k=l 

1 = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n) (W 
Equatlons(l0) are the &abnov-Galerti equations for Equation (7) in space 

H . It la easy to show that the operator Ll ,I8 bounded In B . Let us 
extend It into all of y contlnuoLlsly. The sufficient conditions for con- 
vergence of the Bubnov-Galerkin method for linear equations with bounded 
operator were developed In 
rems lj 4 and 5): let Q* 

41. These may be summarized a8 follows (Theo- 
k - 1, 2,. . . ) be a system Nhlch Is complete in 

H and, for every value c of region D , let the IneqUalitY 

inf lim I [J&$~, $J I > 0 for I) --c 0f2 

be satisfied for n - o for any sequence, $,, (n = f, 29 - - *)I ~~%~i~=~, In B 
which converges weakly to zero. Then any bounded, closed set D CD not 
contaMng elgenvalues of Equation (7j, starthg with some n ~111 also 
not contain approximate eigenvalues, and, for any arbitrary e&envalue c 6 D 
there e%iStS a sequence Of approximate elgenValUe8 COnVergIng t-0 that c . 
The convergence of the method for computing the eigenfUnctlons Is investiga- 
ted In (53. Let qn (n = 1,2, . . . ) be any sequence of Punctlons in B , 
119% IIH = i, weakly convergent to zero. Let ua investigate the real part, 

Re LQ&, $,,I = (rP,” - aVnY %” - oV+,) - oRc< (I#,,’ - a%,,, %,) f 

+ OR Im (Wn”,9r) = 1 + oAci Wn’ 118 + aa jllp,llai - 4 Im ($n’p u’%) (ii) 
In deriving Equations (ll), Integration by parts and EqUatlo; (6) were 

used. \I$11 d eno es the norm of the fw&lOn ) t in 'No, b)’ 
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) means that the 

from which, according to the 

quently, I$,, I?.+ a* 0% P d II 1, II II qn II J and~ conse- 

19, II G a-* II f, II = a-2, II %‘112 + a2 111, Ii2 d 0 II f, II2 = awa (12) 
Let us express $. In terms of j. . We have 

h 

where 

$,, = 5 K (xv Y) f, (~1 & 
(1 

K (5, Y) = 
_l/aa-le-~w) for z > Y 

_ l/*a-lea(w) for x < Y 

(13) 

in the case where c = - m , b=+-,and 

- K b, Y) = 
l/2a-le-~(w + l/,a-le -M+U) for z 2 Y 

- l/Ba-le G+Y) + l/*a-le-e(x+u) for x< y 

in the case where c = 0 , b=+-. Formula (13) can be verified directly. 
Furthermore. 

0 

u’l#, = s K, (x, Y) f,, (Y) dy WI b, Y) = u’ (4 K (x, Y)) (14) 
la 

The functl0n u’ usually tends to zero sufficiently fast with 1x1 -+ m 
so that 

% (u’)’ dx 

exists. Making use of this, it Is easy to show that 

bb 

ss 
I K, (~9 YJ I2 dzdY < + 00 

(La 

Therefore, the Integral operator given byLthe kernel Kl (r,y) In Equation 
(14) is completely continuous operator In ata b)’ In view of the well lcnown 
properties of completely continuous operators, itLfollows, from the weak 
convergence of the sequence {y.] to ze o in that the sequence 

con erges 
boded in 
lu’t I l strongly to zero In f SIZA b Ae sequence [* ‘3 Is t 

s(a, b)r because of (12), It fo??o% that Jim @&‘, w’s,,) = O f& 
n -, 00. Using Qilz equality, we obtain from Equation (11) 

inf lim Re [Llqn, $J = inf lim {i + aRci (19,’ Ip + as IIqn IIp) 
n-Ku - 

From this and inequality (12), 

inf lim Re [Ll$,, $J > 1 for q > 0 

inf lim ZLl*n, *,I > 1 + a-% fOr ci d O 

Consequently, 
inf lim I IL&,, $,I I 

n+o3 
To ensure convergence of the method, 

of approxlmatlng functions [rp 
z , which is complete In g . 4hiSfZt 

> 0, CED 

It Is necessary to select a system 
the region of definition of operator 
be done, for example, as follows. 



Take a system of functions (8,) which IS complete In L*(,,b,. Then it Is 
easy to show that the apatem {q&= 4-1gh} Is complete ln H . However,;;ch 
a choice for t$e system maq make the calculation somewhat cumbersome. 

~%!c$ii~& g integral8 for c&e'(4')'and (3), 
#+'e-'fi(,=O 1 2 ) have sufficiently simple form 

reapectlvely. If they 
are orthogonallzed, then we obtain 

I.e. the well-known Hermlte functions and Laguerre functions. 

The cwleteneae In H of these ayetema follows from theorems given in 
C63. 

The author thanka V.T. Kharln for very useful suggestions. 
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